
Paintball is currently on the Government’s exemption list of sports/activities that can go 
ahead with more than 6 people. Paintball sites are permitted to run Paintball for groups of up 
to 30 people maximum (or to what capacity we feel we can comfortably run whilst still adher-
ing to Social Distancing Regulations). 

However, whilst we are allowed to run sessions for up to 30 people, when not actually  
Paintballing groups need to strictly adhere to the Governments Rule of 6 (arriving/socialising/
departing etc). 

Below is the format to which we will offer Paintball sessions to the public whilst adhering to 
Government Rules, and allowing us to welcome groups of up to 30 people. 

1. When booking a group (Min Group 8 people) we will not mix your group with any other 
group for your paintball session, the session will be exclusive to your group. 

2. When booking we will split your group into sub groups of max 6 people (e.g if you are a 
group of 15, you will be booked in as 3 sub-groups of 5, but all still under the same 
Group Leader details) 

3. On arrival on site please ensure your group is already divided into sub-groups, so our 
instructors can ensure groups walk from the Car Park to the Fort Area in their sub 
groups whilst socially distancing.  

4. Once in the Main Fort Area individuals will be asked to sanitise their hands as they en-
ter, each sub group will be given their own table/social area, so whilst different sub-
groups will be able to socialise verbally they will not be allowed to enter another groups 
social area, similar to restaurants/pubs etc – Under NO circumstances will individuals 
be allowed to cross into another social area.  

5. Each Sub-group will be allocated their own toilet. 
6. Each Sub-group will have their own Gun Rack 
7. When walking to and from paintball Games the sub-groups  

will need to socially distance. 
8. During the games, Paintball has always worked on 6m  

distancing rule so we have been socially distancing for years!!  
9. All equipment is cleaned using the correct procedure and sanistised, prior to group  

arrival. 
 
Unfortunately we cannot provide Hot/Cold drinks or food. You are welcome to bring your own 
drinks please feel free to do so but please make sure you bring enough for each sub-group as 
obviously they cannot cross into each other’s social areas. 
Please do not be put off by this system if you are arranging a birthday party or group event, 
we are only asking you to socially distance and respect Government guidelines, we are not 
totally isolating you from each other!!  

Oaker Wood is ensuring that both our staff and customers remain safe in these difficult times 
while still offering the same fun and adventure, in a great outdoor environment. 

Paintball Sessions for Large Groups— Rule of 6  


